
Email: 9/26/14 
 
Hello All, 

 
Sorry for the lateness of this followup email - hope it finds you well. Thanks to Kristin and 
Matthew for a job well done on the game share - lot of good ideas circulated in discussion! And 
now, onward... 
 
1. Get a One-Sheet source this week! 
http://courses.bloodedbythought.org/twg/index.php?title=Game_Studies_One-Sheet 
 
2. Start exploring Papers, Please 
We'll be starting on PP next week and moving to a new phase where we will be focusing on 
concepts of the gamer. PP foregrounds player agency and "explicit interactivity" (whereas Dear 
Esther back-grounded it in favor of "cognitive" and beyond-the-object" interactivity). However, 
unlike most games that do this PP does not let the player get comfortable with this agency. The 
"just a game" comment so often brought up in the context of games is called into question in 
interesting ways... If you want to read something I wrote on this game, specifically, you can check 
it out here: http://depts.washington.edu/critgame/project/critical-exemplars/  
 
So far we have engaged in some preliminary rethinking of "games" and "gameplay," in both cases 
identifying the dangers of the commonplace concepts, and also discussed ways of thinking about 
narrativity in game design. Now our imagination of the "gamer" or player, or to recall Galloway, 
"operator" must be scrutinized. The readings will help us get started... 
 
3. Miguel Sicart's chapter "Players as Moral Beings" is tough. 
Early-ish warning. The Sicart is dense and can be very challenging. Bring questions and passages. 
He's the heavy hitter next week, so spend most of your read time on that piece. Like Galloway, 
Sicart is writing to several audiences and will bring some philosophy/theory in that may be 
confusing, but our reading goal here is to capture Sicart's basic ideas about gamers -how we need 
to imagine ourselves as player, and how designers our to imagine us in making games. The thrust 
here is to reconsider this false isolation of play for moral experience (something self-described 
gamers often fail or refuse to do).  
 
4. Let's Plays, etc. 
Solon gave you some context for thinking about LPs as an important 21stC media form ripe for 
experiment. We'll discuss how we will appropriate the art of LPs for critical uses in our projects. 
I'll be talking about an idea for a LP on Dear Esther as a means of wrapping up our discussion of 
that game, as well as getting your creative thoughts flowing on making LPs for the class.  
 
 
See you Monday! 
Terry 
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